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Why Higgs exotic decay?

- It can teach us a lot.

Dark sector related to weak scale?


- It can be there. 

Higgs is a new particle. Couples to almost all 
known particles. Could couple to unknown 
particles too.


- It can be significant.

From HH† one can build most relevant couplings to 
the unknown.


Higgs SM width is tiny. Exotic decay can have 
sizable BR.



Higgs factories

Jianming Qian (University of Michigan) 16 

Proposed e+e- Colliders 

TLEP 

ILC in Japan 

at CERN 

CEPC in China 

There is also CLIC, see the presentation by Frank Simon 

来自中国的建议 
• 2012年9月“第二届中国高能加速器物理战略发展研讨会”提出了

建造周长为50-70km环形加速器的建议： 

– CEPC：质心能量为240GeV的高能正负电子对撞机(Higgs 工厂） 

– SppC：在同一隧道建造质心能量为50-90 TeV的强子对撞机。 

• 2013年6月12-14日香山会议共识：“环形正负电子对撞机Higgs工
厂(CEPC)+ 超级质子对撞机(SppC)是我国高能物理发展的重要选项
和机遇” 

• 2014年2月28日“第三届中国高能加速器物理战略发展研讨会”结
论：“环形正负电子对撞机Higgs工厂(CEPC) + 超级质子对撞机
(SppC)是我国未来高能物理发展的首要选项” 

e�e+  Higgs Factory 

pp collider  

Circular.   “Scale up” LEP+LHC

CLIC

250 GeV

FCC-ee (CERN),  CEPC(China)

~100 TeV

FCC-hh (CERN),  SppC(China)



Higgs factory processes
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Figure 5. The b-tagging efficiency vs. c and light quark jets rejection with Z ! qq̄ sample at 91
GeV.
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Figure 6. Feynman diagrams of Higgs boson production processes at CEPC: e+e� ! ZH, e+e� !
⌫⌫H and e+e� ! eeH.

of the Higgsstrahlung reaches its maximum at
p

s ⇠ 250 GeV, and then decreases asymp-1

totically as 1/s. The vector boson fusion production is through t�channel exchanges of2

vector bosons. Their cross sections increase logarithmically as ln

2

(s/M2

W ). Because of the3

accidentally small neutral current coupling Ze+e�, the VBF cross section is dominated by4

the WW fusion. Numerical values of their cross sections at
p

s = 250 GeV are listed in5

Table 5. Note that many of these processes can lead to the same final states and thus can6

interfere. For example, e+e� ! e+⌫eW
� ! e+⌫ee

�⌫̄e and e+e� ! e+e�Z ! e+e�⌫e⌫̄e7

have the same final states. These processes are simulated together to take into account the8

interference effects for the studies presented in this paper.9

CEPC is designed to deliver a total of 5 ab�1 integrated luminosity to two detectors in10

10 years. Over 10

6 Higgs events will be produced during this period. The large statistics,11

well-determined kinematics and clean event environment will enable CEPC to measure12

Higgs boson production cross sections as well as its properties (mass, decay width and13

branching ratios, etc.) with precisions far beyond achievable at the LHC. Compared with14
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Figure 7. Left: Production cross sections of e+e� ! ZH and e+e� ! (ee/⌫⌫)H as functions
of

p
s for a 125 GeV Higgs boson. Right: Higgs boson decay branching ratios as functions of

MH [23, 24].

Table 5. Production cross sections of signal and background processes at
p

s = 250 GeV and
numbers of events expected in 5 ab�1. The cross sections are calculated using the Whizard pro-
gram [25]. Note that cross sections do not include potential interference effects between the same
final states from different processes after W and Z bosons decay.

Process Cross section Nevents in 5 ab�1

Higgs boson production, cross section in fb
e+e� ! ZH 212 1.06 ⇥ 10

6

e+e� ! ⌫⌫H 6.72 3.36 ⇥ 10

4

e+e� ! eeH 0.63 3.15 ⇥ 10

3

Total 219 1.10 ⇥ 10

6

Background processes, cross section in pb
e+e� ! e+e� (Bhabha) 25.1 1.3 ⇥ 10

8

e+e� ! qq 50.2 2.5 ⇥ 10

8

e+e� ! µµ (or ⌧⌧) 4.40 2.2 ⇥ 10

7

e+e� ! WW 15.4 7.7 ⇥ 10

7

e+e� ! ZZ 1.03 5.2 ⇥ 10

6

e+e� ! eeZ 4.73 2.4 ⇥ 10

7

e+e� ! e⌫W 5.14 2.6 ⇥ 10

7

hadron collisions, e+e� collisions are not affected by underlying event and pile-up effects.1

Theoretical calculations are less dependent on higher order QCD radiative corrections and2

therefore allow for more precise tests of the theoretical predictions. The tagging of e+e� !3

ZH events through the recoiling mass method is independent of the Higgs boson decay. It is4
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Zh cross section

3.3.1 Recoil mass spectrum from leptonic Z decays1

Events with leptonic Z decays are ideal for studying the recoiling mass spectrum of the2

e+e� ! ZX events. Z ! `` decays are easily identifiable and can be precisely measured.3

Figure 9 shows the reconstructed recoil mass spectrum of e+e� ! ZX candidates in the4

Z ! µµ and Z ! ee channels. The analyses take into account all major backgrounds and5

are based on full simulation for the ZH signal and fast simulation for backgrounds. The6

width of the reconstructed recoil mass distribution of the e+e� ! ZH signal is dominated7

by the radiation effects and experimental resolutions if the Higgs boson has an intrinsic8

width of 4 MeV as predicted by the SM.9
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Figure 9. Recoil mass spectrum of e+e� ! ZX candidates with the Z boson decaying to a pair
of leptons for an integrated luminosity of 5 ab�1 for Z ! µµ (Left) and Z ! ee (Right).

In a model independent analysis, all the SM processes with at least 2 leptons in its final10

state will become the background. The event selection uses only information from these11

two leptons. The Z ! µµ and Z ! ee channels use different event selection methods. The12

resulting recoil mass spectra are shown in Fig. 9. Both channels have significant high-mass13

tail resulting mainly from initial state radiations. In addition, the Z ! ee channel has14

much stronger bremsstrahlung and FSR radiation, leading to a much wider recoil mass15

distribution.16

The Z ! µµ selection is composed of 2 steps. First, a loose selection on the number17

of leptons and some loose kinematic constraints are applied. Secondly, a multi-variant18

analysis (MVA) discriminant is employed to enhance the separation the signal-background19

separation. The overall signal selection efficiency is approximately 62% (22k signal events20

passing the selection) with a reduction in background by nearly 3 orders of magnitude21

(48k background events surviving). The leading backgrounds after event selection are ZZ,22

WW and Z� (ISR return) events. Using the Z ! µµ channel, the cross section can be23

measured to a relative precision of 0.9%. For the Higgs mass measurement, the beam energy24

spread (0.16% per beam, or equivalently, 350 MeV uncertainty per event) has comparable25
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Can use recoil mass to identify Zh process, independent of Higgs decay

3.2 Event generators, samples and software1

The following software tools have been used to obtain the results reported in this paper.2

GuineaPig [26, 27] is used to study the beam background and its energy spectrum. A full3

set of SM samples, including both the Higgs boson signal and SM backgrounds, has been4

generated with Whizard [25]. In addition, Madgraph [28] and Pythia [29] have been used to5

generate samples for Higgs exotic decay studies (see Sec. 3.5.8). Starting from the standard6

software framework for linear collider studies [30], changes have been made to both the7

simulation (Mokka [31]) and reconstruction (Arbor [32]) software to adapt to the CEPC8

detector geometry.9

All Higgs signal and part of the leading SM background samples have been processed10

with full simulation and reconstruction. The rest of SM backgrounds is simulated with a11

dedicated fast simulation tool, CEPCFS [33], where the detector acceptance, efficiency, in-12

trinsic resolution for different physics objects and identification efficiency are parametrized.13

Samples that were simulated for ILC studies [34] are used as a cross-check.14

The center-of-mass energy of the CEPC Higgs run has not been finalized. While many15

of the studies of the CEPC machine have assumed an operating energy of 240 GeV,
p

s =16

250 GeV is chosen for the physics studies presented in this paper in order to be directly17

comparable to the studies for ILC and TLEP [35, 36].18

3.3 Recoil mass distributions of e+e� ! ZH events19

Unlike hadron colliders, the center of mass energy at an e+e� collider is precisely measurable20

and adjustable. For a Higgsstrahlung event where the Z boson decaying to a visible pair21

of fermions (Z ! ff), the Higgs boson mass MH can be reconstructed as the mass of the22

system (recoil mass M
recoil

) recoiling against the Z boson assuming the event has the total23

energy
p

s and zero momentum:24

M2

recoil

= (

p
s � Eff )

2 � p2

ff = s � 2Eff

p
s + m2

ff (3.1)

where Eff , pff and mff are, respectively, the total energy, momentum and invariant mass25

of the fermion pair. The M
recoil

distribution should exhibit a resonant peak at MH for the26

signal processes e+e� ! ZH and ZZ-fusion, and is expected to be smooth for background27

processes. The width of the resonance is largely determined by the energy and momentum28

resolution of the detector as the Higgs boson physical width is about 4 MeV and
p

s will be29

known better than 1 MeV. Thus the best precision is achieved for the leptonic Z ! `` (` =30

e, µ) decays.31

By fitting the M
recoil

spectrum, the e+e� ! ZH event yield can be extracted inde-32

pendent of the Higgs decay. Thus the e+e� ! ZH production cross section, �ZH , can be33

measured and from this cross section the partial Higgs decay width �(H ! ZZ), or equiva-34

lently the Higgs-Z boson coupling g(HZZ), can be derived in a totally model-independent35

manner. The latter is an essential input to the determination of the total Higgs boson de-36

cay width. Higgs boson decay branching ratios can then measured by studying how Higgs37

bosons decay in the selected e+e� ! ZH candidates. Furthermore, a precise value of MH38

can be determined by fitting the M
recoil

mass spectrum. The recoil mass spectrum has been39

investigated for both leptonic and hadronic Z boson decays as presented below.40

– 13 –
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Higgs factories
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Hadron collider

- The “ultimate” Higgs factories
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At ee Higgs factories

- Clean environment. Manageable background. 


- Missing mass a powerful tool to tag the Higgs. 

Very useful in searching for exotic decays.


- Despite of limited statistics, complementary to the 
LHC. 


- Rest of this talk: simple examples as demo

3.3.1 Recoil mass spectrum from leptonic Z decays1

Events with leptonic Z decays are ideal for studying the recoiling mass spectrum of the2

e+e� ! ZX events. Z ! `` decays are easily identifiable and can be precisely measured.3

Figure 9 shows the reconstructed recoil mass spectrum of e+e� ! ZX candidates in the4

Z ! µµ and Z ! ee channels. The analyses take into account all major backgrounds and5

are based on full simulation for the ZH signal and fast simulation for backgrounds. The6

width of the reconstructed recoil mass distribution of the e+e� ! ZH signal is dominated7

by the radiation effects and experimental resolutions if the Higgs boson has an intrinsic8

width of 4 MeV as predicted by the SM.9
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Figure 9. Recoil mass spectrum of e+e� ! ZX candidates with the Z boson decaying to a pair
of leptons for an integrated luminosity of 5 ab�1 for Z ! µµ (Left) and Z ! ee (Right).

In a model independent analysis, all the SM processes with at least 2 leptons in its final10

state will become the background. The event selection uses only information from these11

two leptons. The Z ! µµ and Z ! ee channels use different event selection methods. The12

resulting recoil mass spectra are shown in Fig. 9. Both channels have significant high-mass13

tail resulting mainly from initial state radiations. In addition, the Z ! ee channel has14

much stronger bremsstrahlung and FSR radiation, leading to a much wider recoil mass15

distribution.16

The Z ! µµ selection is composed of 2 steps. First, a loose selection on the number17

of leptons and some loose kinematic constraints are applied. Secondly, a multi-variant18

analysis (MVA) discriminant is employed to enhance the separation the signal-background19

separation. The overall signal selection efficiency is approximately 62% (22k signal events20

passing the selection) with a reduction in background by nearly 3 orders of magnitude21

(48k background events surviving). The leading backgrounds after event selection are ZZ,22

WW and Z� (ISR return) events. Using the Z ! µµ channel, the cross section can be23

measured to a relative precision of 0.9%. For the Higgs mass measurement, the beam energy24

spread (0.16% per beam, or equivalently, 350 MeV uncertainty per event) has comparable25
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We perform an extensive survey of nonstandard Higgs decays that are consistent with the 125 GeV
Higgs-like resonance. Our aim is to motivate a large set of new experimental analyses on the existing and
forthcoming data from the Large Hadron Collider (LHC). The explicit search for exotic Higgs decays
presents a largely untapped discovery opportunity for the LHC collaborations, as such decays may be
easily missed by other searches. We emphasize that the Higgs is uniquely sensitive to the potential
existence of new weakly coupled particles and provide a unified discussion of a large class of both
simplified and complete models that give rise to characteristic patterns of exotic Higgs decays. We assess
the status of exotic Higgs decays after LHC run I. In many cases we are able to set new nontrivial
constraints by reinterpreting existing experimental analyses. We point out that improvements are possible
with dedicated analyses and perform some preliminary collider studies. We prioritize the analyses
according to their theoretical motivation and their experimental feasibility. This document is accompanied
by a Web site that will be continuously updated with further information [http://exotichiggs.physics
.sunysb.edu].

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.90.075004 PACS numbers: 12.60.Fr, 14.80.Bn, 14.80.Da, 14.80.Ec

I. INTRODUCTION AND OVERVIEW

The discovery at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) of a
Higgs-like particle near 125 GeV [1,2] (referred to as “the
Higgs” h for simplicity in this paper) is a triumph for
theoretical [3–11] and experimental particle physics and

marks the culmination of several decades of experimental
search. However, the experimental investigation of this new
state has only just begun. The Higgs plays an essential role
in the Standard Model (SM) of particle physics and impacts
a wide range of new physics beyond the SM (BSM).
The discovery of this new state presents us with a rich
experimental program that includes the precise measure-
ment of its couplings to SM particles, the search for
additional Higgs-like states, and the focus of this paper:
the search for “exotic” decays, i.e., decays that involve new
light states beyond the SM.
The aim of this document is to provide a summary and

overview of the theoretical motivation and basis for a large
set of new analyses that could be done by the LHC
experimentalists. In the course of doing so we provide a
thorough and unified description of a large class of models
that generate exotic Higgs decays and perform numerous
original collider studies to assess the current status and
discovery potential of different modes.
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Some possible channels
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Good sensitivity from the LHCadapted from slides of Zhen Liu 



Some possible channels

Great sensitivity from the LHC
With MET, less lepton



Some possible channels

Great sensitivity from the LHC
With MET, less lepton
More hadronic



Some possible channels

Great sensitivity from the LHC
With MET, less lepton
More hadronicStrong areas of Higgs factories



Example 1 (hadronic)

h h h h

h h h

h → 2 h → 2 → 3 h → 2 → 3 → 4 h → 2 → (1 + 3)

h → 2 → 4 h → 2 → 4 → 6 h → 2 → 6

SM Z. This can occur in dark vector scenarios (Sec. I C 5)
and more general hidden valleys (Sec. I C 10). The main
difference compared to h → aa is that ZD branching ratios
are ordered by SM gauge charge instead of mass, which
leads to large leptonic branching fractions.
The h → ZZD search can also set limits on the h → Za

scenario, where a is a pseudoscalar which decays to
fermions in proportion to their masses. If decays to b̄b
are suppressed or forbidden, the limits can already be
appreciable.
A useful fiducial model is to take ZD to couple to SM

fermions proportional to their electric charge. This is the
case if decays occur via kinetic γ − ZD mixing, and if
mZD

≪ mZ so that photon-Z mixing is unimportant (see
Fig. 13 in Sec. I C 5), but also gives the qualitatively correct
picture for more general dark vector scenarios.
We first treat the h → ZDZD decay; see Table XIV. Not

surprisingly, the search for h → ðlþl−Þðlþl−Þ, which
allows full reconstruction at high resolution, is the most
powerful. The published data on four-lepton events used in
the Higgs search and in Zð$ÞZð$Þ studies put tremendous
constraints on this decay, already, according to our
reinterpretation of the published data, reaching Brðh →
ZDZDÞ < 4 × 10−4. It is important to improve on the
constraints we found on this well-motivated model; spe-
cifically, our reinterpretation did not allow for an optimal
constraint, since it does not make full use of the three
available mass resonances.
Limits on Brðh → ZDZDÞ from dilepton plus jets

searches are probably in the few times 10−2 range; see
Sec. V. As the table indicates, our studies suggest that
jjμþμ− and bb̄μþμ− would have comparable sensitivity,
and this might also be true for electron final states, though
triggering and reconstruction efficiencies will be lower than
for muons in many cases. But even combining all of these
together, it appears that dilepton plus jets final states would
only be competitive in models where the branching

fractions for leptons is significantly reduced compared to
the case we consider in Table XIV.
The constraints on h → ZZD and Za are shown in

Table XV. The h → Z$Z search sets powerful constraints.
In the case of ZZD, they are still one order of magnitude
weaker than indirect constraints from electroweak precision
measurements for mZD

≳ 10 GeV (see Fig. 12). (For
mZD

≲ 10 GeV, the constraints are even stronger.) A more
optimized search with sufficient luminosity at the 14 TeV
LHC will yield competitive or even eventually superior
limits for mZD

≳ 10 GeV. The bounds on h → Za from
four-lepton final states are rather weak due to Yukawa
suppression. The decay h → Za is an example of an
asymmetric h → 2 → 4 decay, and other search chan-
nels such as h → Za → ðlþl−Þðbb̄Þ may provide better
sensitivity in the long run.
We therefore find that searches for four-lepton final

states in h → ðlþl−Þðlþl−Þ via non-SM channels are
extremely well motivated in run I. As we have noted earlier,
the available data as published in the search for the
SM h → ZZ$ mode are not ideal for the ZDZD or ZZD
searches, since neither the selection cuts nor the analysis
approach are appropriate to the signal, with some events
unnecessarily discarded and with leptons often systemati-
cally misassigned. The analysis for ZZD in particular (but
also ZDZD in general) should preferably also extend to very
low ZD mass ranges, where isolation cuts and quarkonium
backgrounds are an issue.
Triggering is not a problem for these final states because

the leptons have relatively high pT . Multilepton triggers
where two or three leptons are soft may contribute to
sensitivity, a point that deserves further exploration.

C. Final states with ET

In the h → 2 → 4 final states we discussed above, only
one unknown particle need appear, and its decays are often
controlled by a single type of coupling. By contrast, final

TABLE XIII. As in Table XII, estimates for various processes in h → aa if a decays only to SM gauge bosons through loops. The
central columns show the case where the couplings are generated by initially degenerate SUð5Þ multiplets; the right columns show the
case where the a → γγ rate is enhanced by a factor of 10. An asterisk denotes that all 14 TeV estimates shown require 300 fb−1 of data.

Decay
mode
F i

Projected/current
2σ limit

on BrðF iÞ
7þ 8 ½14& TeV

Production
mode

Brða → γγÞ ≈ 0.004 Brða → γγÞ ≈ 0.04

Comments
BrðF iÞ

Brðnon-SMÞ

Limit on
σ

σSM
· Brðnon-SMÞ

7þ 8 ½14& TeV BrðF iÞ
Brðnon-SMÞ

Limit on
σ

σSM
· Brðnon-SMÞ

7þ 8 ½14& TeV

jjjj
> 1

W 0.99
> 1

0.92
> 1

[0.1$] [0.1$] [0.1$] Theory study [220,269],
Sec. VII

γγjj 0.04 W 0.008 5 0.08 0.5
[0.01$] [1$] [0.1$] Theory study [312], Sec. VIII

γγγγ
2 × 10−4 G 1 × 10−5

20 0.001 0.2 Our study, Sec. IX
[3 × 10−5$] [1$] [0.03$] Theory study [311], Sec. IX
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Note: boosted analysis, assuming ma < 10 GeV.  
Weaker limit other wise.

Signal at Higgs factories

ee → Zh →Z jjjj



Cuts and simulation.

- Preselection cuts: 

- MadGraph5_aMC@NLO. 

- The ISR effect of the background is roughly mimicked by 
generating events with 1 additional photon (with pT>1GeV to 
avoid the IR divergence).  

- Additional cut to suppress the ISR effect:

| cos ✓j,`| < 0.98, Ej,` > 10GeV,

yij ⌘
2min

�
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i , E
2

j

�
(1� cos ✓ij)

E2

vis

> y
cut

,

a pair of OSSF leptons, ✓`` > 80�

|m`` �mZ | < 10GeV, |m
recoil

�mh| < 5GeV.

Evis > 225GeV.

Similar to 
some LEP analysis
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ZZ→Z+4j 
background

Zh→Z+4j 
background. 

Br(h→4j)~11%, 
σ(Zh)~240fb, 

without cuts, it 
gives ~1.75fb 
background.
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Precision at level about 0.1%.  
In comparison, O(1) for LHC

Can be improved further with reconstructing a resonance.

Another kinematical variable which is useful for separating the signal and background
is

”m © min
‡œA4

---mj‡(1)j‡(2) ≠ mj‡(3)j‡(4)

--- . (3.13)

With the combination which gives ”m, we calculate the likelihood function of the mj1j2+mj3j4

versus ”m distribution and get the 95% C.L. exclusive bound shown in figure 8. The chiral
structure does not a�ect the result significantly. In the exclusion bounds, we only show the
vector current result of the vector mediator.
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Figure 8. The 95% C.L. exclusive bound of the Br(h æ (jj)(jj)) without/with b-veto (left
panel/right panel).

If the mediator decays to the light flavors (u, d, s, c, g) but not the bottom quark, b-veto
could be used to suppress the SM background. In this case, we require that there is no
b-tagged jet in the final state. The b-veto does not increase the sensitivity significantly
as shown in the right panel of Fig. 8, because the SM background is dominant by the
Z(h æ V V ú æ jjjj) containing similar portions of quark flavors.

The future lepton collider with 5 ab≠1 integrate luminosity could exclude 10≠3 branching
fractions of h æ (jj)(jj) in a wide range of the mediator mass. We do not consider the
mediator mass below 10 GeV as a di�erent analyze strategy shall be taken because the jets
are more likely to fail the separation cuts, manifested in the left corners of Fig. 7.

The sensitivity in this channel is worse than the h æ (jj) + /E
T

and h æ jj + /E
T

. This
is because we miss the information of the correct combination of the jets in the final state.
The wrong combination of the jets in the final state from the SM background will mimic
the signal.

For the case of di-bottom pair resonances h æ (bb̄)(bb̄) and di-charm pair resonances
h æ (cc̄)(cc̄), the simulation is nearly identical to the h æ (jj)(jj) case. We require at least
three b-tagged jets and c-tagged jets in the final state, respectively. For the charm-tagging,
we assume a tagging e�ciency of 60% and mis-tag rate from b-jets 15% and light jets
10%. The relatively larger fake rate assumed here leads to slightly worse sensitivity for
h æ (cc̄)(cc̄) when comparing with h æ (bb̄)(bb̄). The results are shown in Fig. 9. The
future lepton collider with 5 ab≠1 integrate luminosity could exclude 3 ◊ 10≠4 ≥ 4 ◊ 10≠4
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Precision at level about 0.1%.  
In comparison, O(1) for LHC

Can be improved further with reconstructing a resonance.

need to supplement this with a boosted analysis
similar improvement expected.
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are more likely to fail the separation cuts, manifested in the left corners of Fig. 7.
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h æ (cc̄)(cc̄), the simulation is nearly identical to the h æ (jj)(jj) case. We require at least
three b-tagged jets and c-tagged jets in the final state, respectively. For the charm-tagging,
we assume a tagging e�ciency of 60% and mis-tag rate from b-jets 15% and light jets
10%. The relatively larger fake rate assumed here leads to slightly worse sensitivity for
h æ (cc̄)(cc̄) when comparing with h æ (bb̄)(bb̄). The results are shown in Fig. 9. The
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4 bottom final state

h h h h

h h h

h → 2 h → 2 → 3 h → 2 → 3 → 4 h → 2 → (1 + 3)

h → 2 → 4 h → 2 → 4 → 6 h → 2 → 6

b

b

b

b

noted in Sec. I C 2, there are many models in which a → bb̄
is suppressed not by kinematics but by coupling constants.
Meanwhile, for bb̄μþμ−, the assumption that both fermion-
antifermion pairs come from the same type of particle
implies that mμμ ¼ ma > 2mb, but the decay h → aa0

can occur in some nonminimal models, in which case
ma0 ¼ mμμ < 2mb < ma may occur, possibly with an
increased rate.

2. h → aa → SM gauge bosons

Next we turn to a case where the a does not couple
strongly to fermions and instead decays mainly to gluon
pairs and photon pairs through loops of heavy particles.
Such couplings are commonly proportional to gauge
couplings squared (i.e., to αi), in which case Brða → γγÞ ∼
0.004 × Brða → ggÞ for a degenerate SUð5Þ multiplet of
fermions coupling equally to a (see Sec. VIII). But if the
masses M of the heavy colored particles in the loops are
larger than the masses m of the colorless ones, the rate for
photon production may be enhanced by at least a factor
of ðM=mÞ2.
Estimated limits for this case are shown in Table XIII.

If the heavy particles are degenerate and in complete
SUð5Þ multiplets, then the center columns show that
only the four-jet search has any reach, with

phenomenologically relevant sensitivity possible for ma ≲
5 GeV with 300 fb−1 of data. If the branching fraction
a → γγ is enhanced by a factor of 10, as would happen if
the colored particles appearing in the loop graph were
about 3 times heavier than the colorless particles, then the
situation is given in the right columns. In this case, the
four-photon search is clearly superior.
We should of course note that it is possible to have a

particle that dominantly decays to γγ. This could occur for a
pseudoscalar a if it couples to the visible sector only
through loops of heavy colorless charged particles. In this
case there would be only 4γ decays and no 4j or 2j2γ
decays.
With these considerations in mind, it would seem four-

jet, four-photon, and mixed searches are all well motivated
in run II. However, for run I data, a four-jet search is
hopeless, while a four-photon search is already sensitive to
models where a has enhanced decays to photons. We
therefore suggest a search for h → 4γ even in the existing
run I data. We also suggest that triggers for multiple
photons be set so as to retain this signal in run II.

3. h → ZDZD, ZZD, Za

Now we consider the possibility that the Higgs decays
either to two dark vector bosons ZD or to one ZD and one

TABLE XII. Estimates for current or projected limits on various processes in h → aa, if a couplings are proportional to masses, and
either a → quarks is allowed as in an NMSSM-type model (center columns) or a → quarks is suppressed relative to a → leptons (right
columns). If no relevant estimate is known, we indicate this with a “?”. The source of each estimate is listed in the “Comments” column.
Production modes: G for gg → h, V for vector boson fusion,W;Z forWh and Zh. For 14 TeV, estimates require 100 fb−1. See Sec. XX
A for additional information and cautionary remarks.

Decay
mode
F i

Projected/
current
2σ limit

on BrðF iÞ
7þ 8 ½14& TeV

Production
mode

Quarks allowed Quarks suppressed

Comments
BrðF iÞ

Brðnon-SMÞ

Limit on
σ

σSM
· Brðnon-SMÞ

7þ 8 ½14& TeV BrðF iÞ
Brðnon-SMÞ

Limit on
σ

σSM
· Brðnon-SMÞ

7þ 8 ½14& TeV

bb̄bb̄ 0.7 W 0.8 0.9 0 –
Recast of expt. result [276],
Sec. III

[0.2] [0.2] [–] Theory study [192,267],
Sec. III

bb̄ττ > 1 V 0.1 > 1 0 –
[0.15] [1] [–] Theory study [278], Sec. IV

bb̄μμ ð2–7Þ × 10−4 G 3 × 10−4
0.5–1 0 – Our study, Sec. V

[ð0.6–2Þ × 10−4] [0.2–0.8] [–] Our study, Sec. V

ττττ 0.2–0.4 G 0.005 40–80 1 0.2–0.4
Recast of expt. result [298,300],
Sec. VI

[?] [?] [?]

ττμμ
ð3–7Þ × 10−4 G 3 × 10−5

10–20 0.007 0.04–0.1 Our study, Sec. VI
[?] [?] [?]

μμμμ 1 × 10−4 G 1 × 10−7 1000 1 × 10−5 10
Recast of expt. result [175,341],
Sec. XI

[?] [?] [?]
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Good b(c)-tagging performance.

2/09/2016  16

● With 8 – 20 mm VTX Inner radius, very good b-tagging 

– At efficiency ~ 80%: almost reject all the light background & only 8-10% c-jets 
misidentified as b-jets (Purity ~93-96% at Z to qq events).

B-tagging @ different radius

light background c background

1
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1
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4 bottom (charm) final state

noted in Sec. I C 2, there are many models in which a → bb̄
is suppressed not by kinematics but by coupling constants.
Meanwhile, for bb̄μþμ−, the assumption that both fermion-
antifermion pairs come from the same type of particle
implies that mμμ ¼ ma > 2mb, but the decay h → aa0

can occur in some nonminimal models, in which case
ma0 ¼ mμμ < 2mb < ma may occur, possibly with an
increased rate.

2. h → aa → SM gauge bosons

Next we turn to a case where the a does not couple
strongly to fermions and instead decays mainly to gluon
pairs and photon pairs through loops of heavy particles.
Such couplings are commonly proportional to gauge
couplings squared (i.e., to αi), in which case Brða → γγÞ ∼
0.004 × Brða → ggÞ for a degenerate SUð5Þ multiplet of
fermions coupling equally to a (see Sec. VIII). But if the
masses M of the heavy colored particles in the loops are
larger than the masses m of the colorless ones, the rate for
photon production may be enhanced by at least a factor
of ðM=mÞ2.
Estimated limits for this case are shown in Table XIII.

If the heavy particles are degenerate and in complete
SUð5Þ multiplets, then the center columns show that
only the four-jet search has any reach, with

phenomenologically relevant sensitivity possible for ma ≲
5 GeV with 300 fb−1 of data. If the branching fraction
a → γγ is enhanced by a factor of 10, as would happen if
the colored particles appearing in the loop graph were
about 3 times heavier than the colorless particles, then the
situation is given in the right columns. In this case, the
four-photon search is clearly superior.
We should of course note that it is possible to have a

particle that dominantly decays to γγ. This could occur for a
pseudoscalar a if it couples to the visible sector only
through loops of heavy colorless charged particles. In this
case there would be only 4γ decays and no 4j or 2j2γ
decays.
With these considerations in mind, it would seem four-

jet, four-photon, and mixed searches are all well motivated
in run II. However, for run I data, a four-jet search is
hopeless, while a four-photon search is already sensitive to
models where a has enhanced decays to photons. We
therefore suggest a search for h → 4γ even in the existing
run I data. We also suggest that triggers for multiple
photons be set so as to retain this signal in run II.

3. h → ZDZD, ZZD, Za

Now we consider the possibility that the Higgs decays
either to two dark vector bosons ZD or to one ZD and one

TABLE XII. Estimates for current or projected limits on various processes in h → aa, if a couplings are proportional to masses, and
either a → quarks is allowed as in an NMSSM-type model (center columns) or a → quarks is suppressed relative to a → leptons (right
columns). If no relevant estimate is known, we indicate this with a “?”. The source of each estimate is listed in the “Comments” column.
Production modes: G for gg → h, V for vector boson fusion,W;Z forWh and Zh. For 14 TeV, estimates require 100 fb−1. See Sec. XX
A for additional information and cautionary remarks.
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Production
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Limit on
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bb̄bb̄ 0.7 W 0.8 0.9 0 –
Recast of expt. result [276],
Sec. III

[0.2] [0.2] [–] Theory study [192,267],
Sec. III

bb̄ττ > 1 V 0.1 > 1 0 –
[0.15] [1] [–] Theory study [278], Sec. IV

bb̄μμ ð2–7Þ × 10−4 G 3 × 10−4
0.5–1 0 – Our study, Sec. V

[ð0.6–2Þ × 10−4] [0.2–0.8] [–] Our study, Sec. V

ττττ 0.2–0.4 G 0.005 40–80 1 0.2–0.4
Recast of expt. result [298,300],
Sec. VI

[?] [?] [?]
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Figure 9. The 95% C.L. exclusive bound on Br(h æ (bb̄)(bb̄)) (left panel) and Br(h æ (cc̄)(cc̄))
(right panel).

and 7 ◊ 10≠4 ≥ 9 ◊ 10≠4 branching fractions of h æ (bb̄)(bb̄) and h æ (cc̄)(cc̄), respectively,
in a wide range of the mediator mass.
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Figure 10. The recoil mass distribution of the SM backgrounds for Z + 4“. All of the pre-selection
cuts and the Rm cut except for the recoil mass cut are applied.

For this scenario, we consider the (pseudo)scalar mediator. In addition to the preliminary
cuts, we require there are at least four hard photons that satisfy

E“ > 10 GeV. (3.14)

The most important background from the SM is

e+e≠ æ Z + 4“
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Example 2 (with MET):

Exotic decay of the SM Higgs boson (jj+met)

h h h h

h h h

h → 2 h → 2 → 3 h → 2 → 3 → 4 h → 2 → (1 + 3)

h → 2 → 4 h → 2 → 4 → 6 h → 2 → 6

h h h h
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Background.

In this work, we mimic the detector effect by adding smearing effects on the 4-momentum
of the particles. For photons in the final state, the energy resolution is determined by the
electromagnetic calorimeter (ECAL), which is

�E

E
=

0.16p
E/GeV

� 0.01. (4.7)

The energy resolution of jets is affected by the hadron calorimeter too, and is

�E

E
=

0.3p
E/GeV

� 0.02. (4.8)

For electron and muon in the final state, we estimate the resolution of their momentum
with the resolution of the tracker system

�

✓
1

p
T

◆
= 2 ⇥ 10

�5 � 10

�3

p
T

sin ✓
. (4.9)

4.1 h ! (jj) + /ET

In this channel, we take the NMSSM as a benchmark model. This final state appears if
the SM-like Higgs boson decays into �̃0

2�̃
0
1 with �̃0

2 ! �̃0
1h1(a1) and h1(a1) ! jj. We

generate the irreducible SM background e+e� ! `+`�⌫`⌫̄`jj with MadGraph5. After the
preselection cuts, the recoil mass distribution of the dilepton system is shown in Figure
5. It is clearly that the dominant background after the recoil mass cut will be the Higgs
strahlung process with h ! qq̄⌫`⌫̄`. After the recoil mass cut, the SM background cross
section is 0.063fb with y

cut

= 0.001, and 0.059fb with y
cut

= 0.002. The dijet invariant
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Figure 2. The recoil mass distribution of the SM backgrounds for `+`�⌫`⌫̄`jj (ycut = 0.001). All
of the preliminary cuts except the recoil mass cut are added.

mass distribution of the SM background after the recoil mass cut is shown in Figure 3.
There is a clear valley of the distribution between 35 and 75 GeV due to none of the Z
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Figure 3. The recoil mass distribution of the SM backgrounds for `+`�⌫`⌫̄`jj (ycut = 0.001). All
of the preliminary cuts except the recoil mass cut are added.

boson from the SM-like Higgs boson decay goes on-shell and thus the h ! qq̄⌫`⌫̄` is a pure
4-body decay. This property could be use to optimize the cut and increase the sensitivity
to the signal if the light (pseudo)scalar whose invariant mass falls in that valley.

Beyond the preselection cut and the recoil mass cut, we require that there are two
additional jets which satisfy

Ej > 10GeV, | cos ✓j | < 0.98. (4.10)

We use the likelihood function of the mjj �/E
T

distribution to give the exclusive (discovery)
significance. When y

cut

= 0.001, the results are shown in . The most difficult case is when
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1
⇠ m�̃0

2
⇠ mh/2. Because both the jets and missing transverse energy in the final state

are highly suppressed by the phase space. In a benchmark point m�̃0
1
= 50GeV,m�̃0

2
=

70GeV,mh1 = 10GeV, the 95% C.L. exclusion bound is 0.24%. This is a poor sensitivity
since for most of the possible combination of the masses, the bounds are less than 0.1%.
The 5� C.L. discovery bounds are roughly ⇠0.2%.
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Z* hadronic 
decay

In this work, we mimic the detector effect by adding smearing effects on the 4-momentum
of the particles. For photons in the final state, the energy resolution is determined by the
electromagnetic calorimeter (ECAL), which is

�E

E
=

0.16p
E/GeV

� 0.01. (4.7)

The energy resolution of jets is affected by the hadron calorimeter too, and is

�E

E
=

0.3p
E/GeV

� 0.02. (4.8)

For electron and muon in the final state, we estimate the resolution of their momentum
with the resolution of the tracker system
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p
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4.1 h ! (jj) + /ET

In this channel, we take the NMSSM as a benchmark model. This final state appears if
the SM-like Higgs boson decays into �̃0

2�̃
0
1 with �̃0

2 ! �̃0
1h1(a1) and h1(a1) ! jj. We

generate the irreducible SM background e+e� ! `+`�⌫`⌫̄`jj with MadGraph5. After the
preselection cuts, the recoil mass distribution of the dilepton system is shown in Figure
5. It is clearly that the dominant background after the recoil mass cut will be the Higgs
strahlung process with h ! qq̄⌫`⌫̄`. After the recoil mass cut, the SM background cross
section is 0.063fb with y

cut

= 0.001, and 0.059fb with y
cut

= 0.002. The dijet invariant
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Figure 2. The recoil mass distribution of the SM backgrounds for `+`�⌫`⌫̄`jj (ycut = 0.001). All
of the preliminary cuts except the recoil mass cut are added.
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of the particles. For photons in the final state, the energy resolution is determined by the
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generate the irreducible SM background e+e� ! `+`�⌫`⌫̄`jj with MadGraph5. After the
preselection cuts, the recoil mass distribution of the dilepton system is shown in Figure
5. It is clearly that the dominant background after the recoil mass cut will be the Higgs
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section is 0.063fb with y
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Figure 2. The recoil mass distribution of the SM backgrounds for `+`�⌫`⌫̄`jj (ycut = 0.001). All
of the preliminary cuts except the recoil mass cut are added.
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Z hadronic 
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h 4-body decay, good 
sensitivity here!

Better sensitivity with mediator mass falls in this valley
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Figure 3. The invariant mass distribution of the SM backgrounds for ¸+¸≠‹¸‹̄¸jj (left panel), and
the mjj-/ET distribution of the SM backgrounds for ¸+¸≠‹¸‹̄¸jj (right panel) after cuts.

Figure 4. The 95% C.L. upper limit on the Higgs exotic decay branching fractions into (jj) + /ET
for various lightest detector stable particle X1 mass m1 and mass splittings m2 ≠ m1. The results
for the benchmark cases of the dijet mother particle mass of 10 GeV and 40 GeV are shown in the
left panel and right panel, respectively.

limit. When ms = 10 GeV, the larger the m
2

≠ m
1

, the better the reach. This is due to
the fact that the signal events populate the lower-left corner in the mjj-/E

T

plane with
low SM background for large mass splitting when the MET is small. Consequently, the
highest sensitivity is reached when m

1

= 10 GeV, m
2

= 100 GeV. When m
2

≠ m
1

is small,
the signal event will tend to have a large /E

T

and look like the SM background events
e+e≠ æ Z(h æ ZZú) where the on-shell Z from the Higgs boson decay decays to ‹‹̄.
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Figure 4. The 95% C.L. upper limit on the Higgs exotic decay branching fractions into (jj) + /ET
for various lightest detector stable particle X1 mass m1 and mass splittings m2 ≠ m1. The results
for the benchmark cases of the dijet mother particle mass of 10 GeV and 40 GeV are shown in the
left panel and right panel, respectively.
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For signal: larger m2 - m1 ,  smaller MET, 
lower SM background, better sensitivity
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for the benchmark cases of the dijet mother particle mass of 10 GeV and 40 GeV are shown in the
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b-
b-

10-4 level at Higgs factories

Furthermore, for light intermediate scalar mass, small mass splitting also results in soft jets
in the final states which are more likely to fail the pre-selection cuts of two jets. When
mh1 = 40 GeV (so m

2

≠ m
1

> 40 GeV), the mjj falls in the valley and the sensitivity
is high (around 2 ◊ 10≠4) as we expected. When intermediate scalar mass mh1 is close
to the Z boson mass, the sensitivity is low due to the relatively large SM background
e+e≠ æ Z(h æ ZZú) where the on-shell Z from the Higgs boson decay decays to dijet.

3.2 h æ (bb̄) + /ET

Figure 5. The 95% C.L. upper limit on the Higgs exotic decay branching fractions into (jj) + /ET
for various lightest detector stable particle mass m1 and mass splittings m2 ≠ m1. The results for
the benchmark cases of the dijet mother particle mass of 10 GeV and 40 GeV are shown in the left
panel and right panel, respectively.

The background and the benchmark model for this Higgs exotic decay mode are the
same as the h æ (jj) + /E

T

case discussed in the previous section. The signal event is
required to contain two b-tagged jets. The b-tagging e�ciency is conservatively chosen to be
80%, and the charm mis-tagging rate and the light flavor mis-tagging rate are set to be 9%
and 1%, respectively. Similarly, we use the likelihood function of the mb¯b-/ET

distribution
to derive the exclusive limit.

We show the 95% C.L. exclusion limit in Fig. 5 in the plane of X
1

mass m
1

and the
mass splitting between X

2

and X
1

m
2

≠ m
1

for two benchmark intermediate scalar mass
of 10 GeV (left panel) and 40 GeV (right panel). In most parameter space, the Higgs
branching fraction to this exotic decay channel h æ (bb̄) + /E

T

can be excluded to the level
of 5 ◊ 10≠5 ≥ 1.5 ◊ 10≠4. The features for various kinematical regions are also similar to
the analysis in the previous section. The limits are roughly a factor of four better than the
h æ (jj) + /E

T

across the whole parameter region, due to the b-tagging reduces the flavor
universal quark jets background. In the highest sensitivity benchmark points, the 95% C.L.
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Exotic decay of the SM Higgs boson (jj+met)

without di-jet resonance

10-4 level at Higgs factories
exclusion bound can reach 6◊10≠5 (e.g., m

1

= 10 GeV, m
2

= 60 ≥ 100 GeV, ms = 40 GeV).
This impressive result nearly reaches the statistical limit of CEPC, after folding in a factor
0.64 on signal strength from the requirement of double b-tagging.

3.3 h æ jj + /ET and h æ bb̄ + /ET

Figure 6. The 95% C.L. upper limit on the Higgs exotic decay branching fractions into jj + /ET
(left panel) and bb̄ + /ET (right panel) for various lightest detector stable particle mass m1 and mass
splittings m2 ≠ m1.

Although the final state is the same to the h æ (jj) + /E
T

and h æ (bb̄) + /E
T

case
discussed in the previous sections, the distribution of the kinetic variables are quite di�erent
since there is no dijet resonance in this case. We assume the intermediate particle (e.g.,
scalar s) to be very heavy so that the decay of the X

2

can be fully described by a four-fermion
contact operator. Similarly, we use the likelihood function of the mb¯b-/ET

distribution to
derive the exclusive limit. The results are shown in Fig. 6 in the plane of X

1

mass m
1

and
the mass splitting between X

2

and X
1

m
2

≠m
1

for h æ jj +/E
T

(left panel) and h æ bb̄+/E
T

(right panel). Comparing with the Higgs exotic decays with intermediate resonance in
the previous section, the exclusion limit on the branching fraction are only slightly worse
in the bulk region of the parameter space, reaching generally 3 ◊ 10≠4 ≥ 8 ◊ 10≠4 and
2 ◊ 10≠4 ≥ 4 ◊ 10≠4 for h æ jj + /E

T

and h æ bb̄ + /E
T

, respectively.
From the exclusion limits shown in Fig. 6, we find that when the mass splitting m

2

≠m
1

being around 80 GeV, the future lepton colliders have the strongest sensitivities on these
Higgs exotic channels, reaching around 3.1 ◊ 10≠4 and 1.6 ◊ 10≠4 for h æ jj + /E

T

and
and h æ bb̄ + /E

T

, respectively. When X
1

is light and m
2

≠ m
1

is large, the energy is
shared by the two jets and the X

1

. Consequently, when mass splitting m
2

≠ m
1

is around
80 GeV, the dijet invariant mass will be around 40≥60 GeV, falling in the “valley” of low
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Summary

- Higgs factories can push these BR to 10-4. 
Impressive reach and complementarity with HL-
LHC

mass technique at lepton colliders.
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95% C.L. upper limit on selected Higgs Exotic Decay BR

Figure 12. The 95% C.L. upper limit on selected Higgs exotic decay branching fractions at HL-LHC,
CEPC, ILC and FCC-ee. The benchmark parameter choices are the same as in Table 3. We put
several vertical lines in this figure to divide di�erent types of Higgs exotic decays.

From this summary in Table. 3 and the corresponding Fig. 12, we can clearly see the
improvement on exotic decays from the lepton collider Higgs factories. These exotic Higgs
decay channels are selected such that they are hard to be constrained at the LHC but
important for probing BSM decays of the Higgs boson. The improvements on the limits of
the Higgs exotic decay branching fractions vary form one to four orders of magnitude for
these channels. The lepton colliders can improve the limits on the Higgs invisible decays
beyond the HL-LHC projection by one order of magnitude, reaching the SM invisible decay
branching fraction of 0.12% from h æ ZZú æ ‹‹̄‹‹̄ [53]. For the Higgs exotic decays into
hadronic particle plus missing energy, (bb̄) + /E

T

, (jj) + /E
T

and (·+·≠) + /E
T

, the future
lepton colliders improve the HL-LHC sensitivity on these channels by roughly four orders
of magnitude. This great advantage benefits a lot from low QCD background and Higgs
tagging from recoil mass technique at future lepton colliders. As for the Higgs exotic decays
without missing energy, the improvement varies between two to three orders of magnitude,
except for the one order of magnitude improvement for the (““)(““) channel. Being able to
reconstruct the Higgs mass from the final state particles at the LHC does provide additional
signal-background discrimination power and hence the future lepton colliders improvement
on Higgs exotic decays without missing energy is less impressive comparing to those do.
Further more, as discussed earlier, leptons and photons are relatively clean objects at the
LHC and the sensitivity at the LHC on these channels will be very good. Future lepton
colliders complement the HL-LHC for hadronic channels and channels with missing energies.

There are many more investigations to be carried out under the theme of Higgs exotic
decays. For our study, we take the cleanest channel of e+e≠ æ ZH with Z æ ¸+¸≠ and
h æexotics up to four-body final state, further inclusion of the hadronic decaying spectator
Z-boson and even invisible decays of the Z-boson would definitely improve the statistics and
consequently resulting in better limits. As a first attempt to evaluate the Higgs exotic decay
program at future lepton colliders, we do not include the case of very light intermediate
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Next steps

- Used simplified models as a way of demonstrating 
the physics potential of the Higgs factories. 


What can we learn with these precisions?


- More channels, with better theory motivation?


- Exotic decay at the HL-LHC deserves more 
studies too! 
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Figure 4. The recoil mass distribution of the SM backgrounds for Z + 2� + 2j (ycut = 0.001). All
of the preliminary cuts and the Rm cut except the recoil mass cut are added.

Table 9. The cut acceptances for the h ! (jj)(��) versus the mass of the scalar mediator. We
show the interaction between the mediator and the jet in the table.

m
med

(GeV) 10 20 25 30 50

y
cut

= 0.002 1% 27% 34% 39% 51%
y
cut

= 0.001 10% 34% 39% 44% 66%

Table 10. The sensitivities to the decay branching ratio Br(h ! (jj)(��)).

m
med

(GeV) 10 20 25 30 50

y
cut

= 0.002 0.3% 0.01% 0.009% 0.007% 0.006%
y
cut

= 0.001 0.04% 0.01% 0.01% 0.009% 0.006%
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Main background: ZZ →Z jj γγ



Table 3. The current and projected limits on selected Higgs exotic decay modes for the (HL-)LHC,
CEPC, ILC, and FCC-ee. Throughout our analysis, we assume SM production rate for the Higgs
boson. The current LHC limits are collected in the second column, the square parenthesis represents
7 and 8 TeV LHC results alone. The projections for the HL-LHC are collected in the third column,
where the limits for 100 fb≠1 (300 fb≠1) alone are shown in parenthesis (squared parenthesis). The
reference for the current limits and projected limits are included; for projections on the HL-LHC
limits we omit the references if they are from Ref. [25]. We also omit the references for projections
on the future leptons collider programs if the results are from this study. Limits extracted from
related searches with reasonable assumptions are marked with asteroid following the results with
details explained in the text. For more details about the benchmark parameter choices for some of
the decay modes, see discussion in the main text.

Decay 95% C.L. limit on Br
Mode LHC HL-LHC CEPC ILC FCC-ee

/E
T

0.23 [37, 38] 0.056 [12–14] 0.0028 [16] 0.0025 [17] 0.005 [18]
(bb̄) + /E

T

– [0.2] 1◊10≠4 1◊10≠4 5◊10≠5

(jj) + /E
T

– – 5◊10≠4 5◊10≠4 2◊10≠4

(·+·≠) + /E
T

– [1] 8◊10≠4* 9◊10≠4 3◊10≠4

bb̄ + /E
T

– – 3◊10≠4 3◊10≠4 1◊10≠4

jj + /E
T

– – 5◊10≠4 7◊10≠4 2◊10≠4

·+·≠ + /E
T

– – 8◊10≠4* 9◊10≠4 3◊10≠4

(bb̄)(bb̄) 1.7 [48] (0.2) 4◊10≠4 8◊10≠4 3◊10≠4

(cc̄)(cc̄) – (0.2) 8◊10≠4 1◊10≠3 3◊10≠4

(jj)(jj) – [0.1] 1◊10≠3 2◊10≠3 7◊10≠4

(bb̄)(·+·≠) [0.1]* [49] [0.15] 4◊10≠4* 5◊10≠4 2◊10≠4

(·+·≠)(·+·≠) [1.2]* [50] [0.2 ≥ 0.4] 1◊10≠4* 1◊10≠4 5◊10≠5

(jj)(““) – [0.01] 1◊10≠4 1◊10≠4 3◊10≠5

(““)(““) [7◊10≠3] [51] 4◊10≠4ú 1◊10≠4 8◊10≠5 3◊10≠5

For the decay topologies involving intermediate resonant particles, we choose the
intermediate particle to be a pseudoscalar with a mass of 30 GeV as a benchmark, which
applies to the (bb̄)(bb̄), (cc̄)(cc̄), (jj)(jj), (bb̄)(·+·≠), (·+·≠)(·+·≠), (jj)(““), (““)(““)
decay channels. For decay topology of h æ 2 æ 3 æ 4 where intermediate resonances are
involved, we choose the lightest stable particle mass to be 10 GeV, the mass splitting to be
40 GeV and the intermediate resonance mass to be 10 GeV, which applies to (bb̄) + /E

T

,
(jj) + /E

T

, (·+·≠) + /E
T

. For decay topology of h æ 2 æ (1 + 3), we choose the lightest
stable particle mass to be 10 GeV and the mass splitting to be 40 GeV, which applies to
bb̄ + /E

T

, jj + /E
T

, ·+·≠ + /E
T

. For the Higgs invisible decays, we take the best limits in
the running scenario ECFA16-S2 amongst the Zh associated production and VBF search
channels [12–14].

For the Higgs invisible decays at lepton colliders, we quote the limits from current
studies [16–18]. These limits do not depend on the invisible particle mass using the recoil

– 17 –
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Figure 3.4 Lepton identification performance.

uds quarks. The b-tagging performance is close to that expected, while the c-tagging
efficiency is worse by about 20%. Detailed adjustments and optimisation are needed.

3.3 Higgs Boson Measurements

The software tools introduced above have been applied to centrally produced CEPC sam-
ples and the subsequence physics analyses. A SM sample set at 250 GeV center-of-mass
energy, including both Higgs signals and all 2-fermion and 4-fermion backgrounds, has
been generated [27]. All the Higgs signal and part of the SM background have been pro-
cessed to full simulation and reconstruction. Limited by the computing resources, the rest
of the SM backgrounds are simulated with CEPCFS, which has been validated with full
simulation at key physics distributions such as the Higgs recoil mass spectrum.

Samples simulated for the ILC studies [28] are used for cross-checks. It should be
pointed out that the beam spot size at CEPC is much larger than that at ILC or CLIC,
resulting in a much weaker beamstrahlung effect at single collision. Therefore, the beam-
strahlung effect is ignored in the current set of CEPC samples.

3.3.1 Production Cross Sections of Signal and Background Processes

The leading production processes for the SM Higgs boson (mass = 125 GeV) at CEPC
operating at

p
s ⇠ 240 � 250 GeV are: e+e� ! ZH (Higgsstralung or ZH), e+e� !

⌫⌫̄H (WW fusion) and e+e� ! e+e�H (ZZ fusion), as illustrated in Fig. 3.6. WW and
ZZ fusion are collectively referred to below as vector boson fusion (VBF) production.



Probing NP with precision measurements

- CEPC: clean environment, good for precision. 


- We are going after deviations of the form


- Take for example the Higgs coupling. 

LHC precision: 5-10% ⇒ sensitive to MNP < TeV


However, MNP < TeV largely excluded by direct NP 
searches at the LHC. 


To go beyond the LHC, need 1% or less precision.

� ' c
v2

M2
NP

MNP :  mass of new physics
c: O(1) coefficient



Higgs factories

- FCC-ee, CEPC, ILC, CLIC.


- Physics case relatively independent of the 
outcome of the LHC.


Reach further than the LHC.


Address questions that LHC can’t answer.



Higgs width. 

e− e+

f

f̄

Z

h

Z

Z*

colliders, the width can be determined from the measurements of Higgs boson production1

cross sections and its decay branching ratios. This is because the inclusive e+e� ! ZH2

cross section �(ZH) can be measured from the recoil mass distribution, independent of3

Higgs decays.4

Measurements of �(ZH) and BR’s have been discussed in Sections 3.4 and 3.6 re-5

spectively. Combining these measurements, the Higgs boson width can be calculated in a6

model-independent way:7

�H / �(H ! ZZ⇤
)

BR(H ! ZZ⇤
)

/ �(ZH)

BR(H ! ZZ⇤
)

(3.4)

Here �(H ! ZZ⇤
) is the partial width of the H ! ZZ⇤ decay. Because of the small8

expected BR(H ! ZZ⇤
) value for a 125 GeV Higgs boson (2.3% in the SM), the precision9

of �H is limited by the H ! ZZ⇤ statistics. It can be improved using the decay final states10

with the expected large BR values, for example the H ! bb decay:11

�H / �(H ! bb)

BR(H ! bb)
(3.5)

�(H ! bb) can be independently extracted from the cross section of the W fusion process12

e+e� ! ⌫⌫H ! ⌫⌫bb:13

�(⌫⌫H ! ⌫⌫bb) / �(H ! WW ⇤
) · BR(H ! bb) = �(H ! bb) · BR(H ! WW ⇤

) (3.6)

Thus the Higgs boson total width14

�H / �(H ! bb)

BR(H ! bb)
/ �(⌫⌫H ! ⌫⌫bb)

BR(H ! bb) · BR(H ! WW ⇤
)

(3.7)

Here BR(H ! bb) and BR(H ! WW ⇤
) are measured from the e+e� ! ZH process. The15

limitation of this method is the small e+e� ! ⌫⌫H ! ⌫⌫bb cross section.16

The precision from the method of Eq. 3.4 is 4.4%, dominated by the statistics of17

e+e� ! ZH events with H ! ZZ⇤. The precision from the method of Eq. 3.7 is 3.3%18

dominated by the statistics of e+e� ! ⌫⌫H events with H ! bb. This method uses the19

large BR(H ! bb) value to compensate the smaller cross section of the W fusion process20

�(e+e� ! ⌫⌫H). A combined result from the above two methods, after taking into account21

the correlations, shows that CEPC is capable of measuring �H with a precision of 2.7%22

with 5 ab

�1. The precise knowledge of the Higgs boson total width will lead us to much23

better understandings of Higgs boson properties in a model independent way as discussed24

in Sec. 4.25

3.8 Summary of the Higgs measurements26

Table 12 summarizes the estimated precisions of Higgs property measurements discussed27

in this paper. For the leading Higgs boson decay modes, namely bb, cc, gg, WW , ZZ and28

⌧⌧ , percent level precisions are expected. As it has been discussed in Section 1 this level of29

precision is required to attain sensitivity to many beyond SM physics scenarios.30
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Unique capability of lepton colliders.

Main channel at 250 GeV.
Needs statistics

Needs to go beyond 250.



- Compelling physics case for exotic decay?

strength of Higgs factory



Table 11. Same as previous table, with entries modified to record our discussion.

Decay Topologies Decay mode Fi 2� LHC sensitivity to Br 2� CEPC

h ! 2 h ! /E
T

0.25[14TeV, 300fb�1
] 0.0028 [3]

h ! 2 ! 3 h ! � + /E
T

0.57, 0.32, 0.13 [4] Multiple entries?2

h ! (b¯b) + /E
T

Underlying model h ! 2s or ss0

h ! (jj) + /E
T

Background mainly are
h ! (⌧+⌧�) + /E

T

1) ZZ + (n�) Z� +X

h ! (��) + /E
T

2) Zh h ! ZZ⇤,WW ⇤

h ! (`+`�) + /E
T

h ! 2 ! 3 ! 4 h ! (b¯b) + /E
T

0.2[14TeV, 300fb�1
]

h ! (jj) + /E
T

Bkg same as above block
h ! (⌧+⌧�) + /E

T

1[14TeV, 300fb�1
]

h ! (��) + /E
T

h ! (`+`�) + /E
T

h ! (µ+µ�
) + /E

T

0.07[7 + 8TeV]

h ! 2 ! (1 + 3) h ! b¯b+ /E
T

� last step off-shell
h ! jj + /E

T

Bkg same as above
h ! ⌧+⌧� + /E

T

�
h ! �� + /E

T

�
h ! `+`� + /E

T

h ! 2 ! 4 h ! (b¯b)(b¯b) 0.2[14TeV, 100fb�1
] ⇠0.05%, same mass ss(aa, Z 0Z 0

).
h ! (b¯b)(⌧+⌧�) 0.15[14TeV, 300fb�1

] Bkg mainly Higgs decay
h ! (b¯b)(µ+µ�

) (0.6 � 2) ⇥ 10

�4
[14TeV, 100fb�1

] Bkg also from ZZ + (n�)

h ! (⌧+⌧�)(⌧+⌧�) 0.2 � 0.4[7 + 8TeV]

h ! (⌧+⌧�)(µ+µ�
) (3 � 7) ⇥ 10

�4
[14TeV, 100fb�1

]

h ! (jj)(jj) 0.1[14TeV, 300fb�1
] ⇠0.3%, same mass ss(aa, Z 0Z 0

).
h ! (jj)(��) 0.01[14TeV, 300fb�1

] ⇠0.01%, same mass ss(aa, Z 0Z 0
).

h ! (jj)(µ+µ�
) (5 � 20) ⇥ 10

�5
[14TeV, 100fb�1

]

h ! (`+`�)(`+`�) 4 ⇥ 10

�5
[7 + 8TeV]

h ! (`+`�)(µ+µ�
) 4 ⇥ 10

�5
[7 + 8TeV]

h ! (µ+µ�
)(µ+µ�

) 10

�4
[7 + 8TeV]

h ! (��)(��) 3 ⇥ 10

�5
[14TeV, 300fb�1

] ⇠0.01%, same mass ss(aa).
h ! �� + /E

T

h ! 2 ! 4 ! 6 h ! (`+`�)(`+`�) + /E
T

h ! (`+`�) + /E
T

+X inclusive measurement ``+ /E
T

cannot be Higgs
h ! 2 ! 6 h ! `+`�`+`� + /E

T

h ! `+`� + /E
T

+X same as above `` no invariant mass
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